
MT SHASTA
AWAKENING

P R I V A T E  R E T R E A T

REJUVENATE YOUR SPIRIT

AUGUST  2 7 - 3 1

Unlock your potential and awaken your

spirit so you can live inspired and free.



FIND YOUR PURPOSE.

L E T  N A T U R E  B R I N G  Y O U  H O M E .

The world we know is changing, our way of

life has become challenged, and now more

than ever, nature is our greatest medicine.



People who are ready to be challenged personally to grow as a

leader, to explore traditional healing rituals, and to let go of old

behaviors and paradigms. People willing to expand their sense

of what is possible for themselves and the bigger picture, as the

elders say, “In order to create our best life we must understand

ourselves fully, we must understand our place in the story of

creation.” What you will get from the experience:

✔  You will come away with a deeper 

connection to yourself and nature

✔  You will be renewed and clearer on 

who you are and where you are heading

✔  Discover new possibilities and tools 

that can help you live the life you love

 ✔  Be inspired, cleared and empowered 

by powerful native healing ceremonies

WHO  THIS  RETREAT  IS  FOR?



Shasta is a very special place to say the least; 

it represents much more than just a mountain. 

It is considered one of the most sacred places on the planet 

and is said to be the root chakra of the Earth. People that visit

Shasta say they feel a ‘magnetic like’ connection that can often

be the catalyst for deep healing, conscious awakening and

profound insights and visions. In Sanskrit the translation of

Shasta means “a teacher.” 

The Native Americans considered the mountain to be the centre

of the Universe and the home of Creator. It also has some of the

cleanest air and water in the world and is abundant with a

diverse range of stunning wildlife.

MT  SHASTA ,  CA



I enjoy helping people discover the truth of who they are and

I do this through a range of modern and traditional modalities

that bring lasting results for the people I serve. 

I facilitate transformational growth using ancient and modern

techniques that open one to an expanded state of awareness

whilst grounding one in the present so they can live connected. 

My practices aim to introduce clarity, self-motivation and a

deeper more intimate connection with all life. 

I've spent decades training and working closely with indigenous

wisdom keepers, global leaders, entrepreneurs and change

makers so I can have the greatest impact possible in improving

the quality of peoples lives. This retreat will be about

empowering you with all of the skills I have learnt over the last

decade so you can live and inspired and happy life.

WORKING  WITH  DAVID



HAPÉ  CEREMONY

KAMBO  CEREMONY

*MED IC INE  CEREMONY

SANANGA  CEREMONY

NAT I VE  SWEAT  LODGE

BREATH  WORK  SESS ION

SACRED  CARD  READ INGS

MESH IKA  F I RE  CEREMONY

SOUL  AL IGNMENT  MED I TAT IONS

EXPERIENCES



Each guest will have an uniquely designed

bell tent situated on a beautiful meadow

surrounded by lush forest and wilderness.

Part of the retreat is about tuning your

energy to nature, so sleeping in the cradle 

of the forest plays a big role in your

rejuvenation and cleansing.

ACCOMODATION



Heart Lake

Mossbrae Falls

Panther Meadow

The  site  tours  visited

during  the  retreat . . .



"What I take home with me forever from this

magical experience is way beyond what any

words could ever explain. Thank you for helping

me come back to life, to my true self."

                                              ~ Fabiola

"Thank you for sharing all your strength and love

with me. Thank you for all the magical people

you bought into my life and most of all thank

you because I was finally able to find that

courageous heart I have been yearning for." 

                                                 ~ Mayra

TESTIMONIALS



ALL  INCLUSIVE  PACKAGES

Accommodation

Professional massage

All ceremonies and site tours

Workshops, teachings, rituals

Organic chef prepared meals

Single - $2050

Double - $2222

House Suite - $2555



NEXT  STEPS

There are very limited spaces for this retreat and

the dynamic of the group is important for the

flow of events. Please arrange an introduction call

with David to see if this type of retreat aligns with

you and he will discuss your interest and then

have you complete a survey to confirm your place.

Please email:

wayofthejaguar@protonmail.com

“Expect the unexpected”. 

Just come as you are and 

trust the experience fully.


